
 

Apia International Sydney Rolls Out the Blue Carpet 

 

It is tennis season in Australia and thousands of people turn on their 
televisions each night to see the Apia International Sydney 2015 tennis 
tournament. And when they do, they will see that a key sponsor has rolled out 
an ec.group blue carpet! 
 

When major sponsor Volkswagen was designing their activation plans for the tournament, the 

activation designers left nothing to chance. They wanted to present a car on centre court, making it 

look as good as they possibly could.  

In keeping with the blue surface of courts used in tennis tournaments in Australia, instead of rolling 

out the red carpet for the Volkswagen product, the designers from activation partner Mango and 

Beyond Media specified that a blue carpet be used.  

But where would they get a blue carpet? This is where the ec.group came into play. 

The designers originally spoke to Carpet Court St Leonards for their advice. Knowing the breadth of 

the ec.group range, commitment to design and ability to match colours, Carpet Court St Leonards 

recommended an ec.group solution.  

“We have a reputation for being able to produce small runs of carpets matched to any colour a 

designer specifies” said ec.group Marketing Manager, Ben Grace. “But in reality, they only needed 

a tiny amount of carpet and we could match the required colour to a standard colour in our existing 

range” he said. 

The designers quickly approved the colour sample and the project proceeded using ecliving® 

Highlighter Blue. 

“I love this range” said Ben Grace. “It comes in 8 dazzling colours if you include the black and 

white. The colours are so brilliant – almost fluoro – that they make a real solid statement. I guess 

that makes this range absolutely perfect for applications like these!”   

To allow the carpet to be moved in and out of place in accordance with the staging requirements of 

a major event, ec.group sent the carpet from their factory in Adelaide to specialist Melbourne based 

backing company, ACME Binding Company, to back the carpet with a felt backing so that the 

carpet could be handled as though it was a large rug. The carpet was then sent to Sydney to be 

used in the prestigious tennis event. 

The ec.group has a reputation for rolling out the red carpet for art directors, architects and 

designers alike…even if the red carpet needs to be blue! 

http://www.apiainternational.com.au/
http://www.thisismango.com.au/
http://www.beyondmedia.com.au/
http://www.carpetcourt.com.au/stores/st-leonards-carpet-court-st-leonards
http://www.carpetcourt.com.au/stores/st-leonards-carpet-court-st-leonards
http://www.acmebindingcompany.com.au/
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